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A driver of a car carrying a New 
Jersey lHieenze banged into an anchor 
post to the Intersection of the 
Tusseyville-Colyer road and the Pot. 
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HEAD-ON COLLISION IN SEVEN FARMER JOHN CONFER ROBBED 
MOUNTAINS, SATURDAY NIGHT | BY GYPSIES, NEAR WOODWARD 
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“What Is it Son. a Fish 8S = 
"Naw, Just a Va hs mp Arrived at His House” 
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DISPELS MYSTERY 
OF BANK BUSINESS 

Country Banker Gives Simpli- 
fied Picture of How a Bank 

Works to Help Other 
People’s Business 
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Advertising Aids 
Ensiness Revival 

be had yday and aggressive compa 

it. w business 
will come in only if you go out for it 
Advertising certainly goes out for it 

“Will people read newspaper adver 
tisements these days? They will read 
anything that interests them. There 
are plenty of present-day arguments 
for business.” 
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Save Money on Your 
HOUSE, BARN or ROOF 

Painting Job 
With our up-to-date Devilbiss Spraying System we 

actually save you 20 to 30 per cent — for by spraying on 
TWO coats you get the equivalent of THREE coats by the 
old method, 

Give Us an Opportunity to Estimate Before 
Asking Others to Do Your Work 

EDWARD DURST 
Phone 7R2 CENTRE HALL           
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educe your 
blade expense by 
switching to the genuine 
Ever-Ready. 50% thicker, 
this blade stays keen so long 
that it cuts shaving cost in 
half. Don’t experiment with 
inferior blades when this 
30 year old favorite gives 
finest shaves for the Jeast 

Look for 
this trade-mark 

head. Insist on 
| the genuine 

- American Safety + 
Razor Corp., 

Brooklys, N.Y. 
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